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ABSTIUKI’

TheWeatherResearchandForecast(WRF)modelis a newmodeldevelopment
effortundertakenjointlybytheNationalCenterforAtmosphericResearch(NCAR),the
NationalOceanic and AtmosphericAdministration(NOAA), and a numberof
collaboratinginstitutionsanduniversityscientists.lhe modelis intendedfor useby
operatiomdNWPanduniversityresearchcommunities,providinga commonframework
for idealizeddynamicalstudies,fill physicsnumericalweatherprediction,air-quality
simulation,andregionalclimate.Itwilleventuallysupersedelarge,well-establishedbut
agingregionalmodelsnowmaintainedby theparticipatinginstitutions.TheW effort
includesre-engineeringthe underlyingsoftwarearchitectureto pnxlucea modular,
flexiblecode designedfromtheoutsetto provideportableperformanceacrossdiverse
computingamhitectures.Thispaperoutlineskeyelementsof theWRFsoftwaredesign.

1 Introduction

The WeatherResearch and Forecast(WRF) model is a joint development effort betsveen
the NationalCenter for Atmospheric &xarch (N~), the ForecastSystemsLaboratory and
the NationalCenters for EnvironmentalPrediction of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration(FSL, NCEP/NOM), and the Center for AnalysisaridPrediction of Storms
(CAPS) at the Universi~ of Oldahom~ with collaboration from scientistsat a number of other
universities.The model will provide a common fmework for both researchand operational
numericalweatherprediction. The WRF will be a completely redesignedcode, targetedfor the
1-10 km grid-scale and intended for operational weather forecasting regional climate
prediction,ak-quali~ simulation,and idealizeddynamicalstudies.Conditionalon its merits, it
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will be a prime candidate to eventuallysupercede large,well-establishedbut a~ng existing
models such ‘as the PSU/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5) at NCi@ the ETA model at
NCEP, and the RUC system of NOAA/FSL. Collaborating institutionsare interacting
extensivelyon dynamical core and grid structure physicalparameterizations,including land-
surface processes; initializationfrom gridded fields; data assimilation;post processing and
graphics; real-time operational testing and software architecture and portability. While
specifics of the WRF architectureare subject to continued discussionand debate by scientists
and sofisvareengineersat the participatinginstitutions,consensusexiststhatWRF should be a
modular,flexible,maintainableand extensiblecode designedto provide portable performance
on diversecomputing architectures.With the intentof stimulatingfurtherdiscussiontoward a
comprehensiveWRF design, this paper describes the soflsvarearchitectureand other features
of a prototype code now under developmentat NCAR.

2 Software Design. ..
-----

Manyof tie inadequaciesof existingmodels stem nom constraintsimposed by languages
and design methods that were in use when the models were fmt formulated. Typical are
statically allocated data structures communicated through COMMON blocks,
EQUIVALENCE daq missing or inconsistent indentation conventions, short obscure
variable names, implicit typing haphazard control structures, inconsistent subroutine
interfaces,inconsistent definition of physical constants, Fortranrecord-blocked 1/0, use of
eight-byteintegersto store stringvaluesand other Crayspecific constructs,and vector specific
loop and data structures. This legacy structureimpairs readabilityand limits use of new
modules in plug-compatible fashion. It hinders porting and parallelizationwithout extensive
modification, leadingto multipleversionsand unnecessarymaintenanceeffort. Some progress
hasbeen demonstratedtowards “same source” implementationsof existingmodels on parallel
platforms [5]. However, the approach involves source translationand build scripts, and parts
of the model such as nesting code and 1/0 arenot handled.WRF presentsan opportunityto
employ new language features and current sofisvare methodologies to constict a well-
designe~ maintainable,portable code from the outset.

The WRF prototype makes extensiveuse of modem programminglanguagefeaturesthat
have been standardized in Fortran90: modules, derived data-types, dynamic memory
allocation,recursion,long variablenames,and free-format.A centralobject of a nested model
is a abnwin,representedas an instanceof a Fortran90deriveddatatype. The memory for fields
within a domain are sized and allocated dynamically. The WRF prototype employs
INTERFACE blocks and IMPLICIT NONE to allow compile-time checking for misspelled
variable names and argument gq?e and number mismatches: errors easily introduced by
momentarylapsesof attentionbut only painfullyuncovered, if at all.To assurereadabilityand
understandability,capitalization,indentation,and commenting arebeing standardized.The use
of Fortran90arraysyntaxis an open issuesubject to efficiencyconcerns.

The WRF proto~e employs a layeredsofhvare architecturethat promotes modularity,
portabili~ and soi%vare reuse. Information hiding and abstraction are employed so that
parallelis~ datamanagement and other issuesare dealtwith at specific levelsof the hierarchy
and transparentto other layers;more will be saidabout.thisshortly.
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Other tools, such as MM, OpenMP, single-sided message passing and higher-level
librariesfor parallelization,data formatting and 1/0, will be employed as requiredby platform
or application;however, these are considered e.xtemalto the design,and their interfacesare
being encapsulatedwithin specific layersor modules.

2.1 ParaLIA-m:two-kvelti+cozposition

The WRF model is requiredto run efficientlyon differenttypesof parallelmachine.These
includedistributedmemory, sharedmemory (or at leastsharedaddressspace), and distributed
memory clustersof sharedmemory nodes. The software architecturefor the WRF prototype
addressesthis issueby adopting a two-level decomposition for parallelismin which domains
may be decomposed into patihs, for distributedmemo~, patches, in turn, may be muki-
threadedover tiks,for sharedmemory. A patch is a section of a model domain allocatedto a
singlememory address space. It may also includememory for Aah ~gionq used to store data
from nei&boring patches,or bowuiky ngions,used to store dataassociatedwith certainphysical- ..

.. - - boundaryconditions (e.g.periodic boundaries). A tileis the amountof a patch thatis allocated
to a one threadof execution and everycell of a patch thatrequirescomputation must fall into
some tile.On a distributedmemory machinewith single-processornodes, therewould be one
patch per processor, each with a singletile. On a distributedmemory machine with multiple
processors per node, therewould stillbe one patch per node (thatis, per memory), but each
patch may contain a number tilesequalto or greater(perhapsmuch greater)than the number
of processors on each node. A ~o-level decomposition is described in [2], and others have
also successfully employed two-level approaches to parallelizinggeophysical models: e.g.,
MICOM [9]and MC2 [1,10].

Each domain in a simulation may be decomposed and tiled independently.Particular
decomposition, tiling strategies, and communication packages are architecture- and
application-specific and not part of the proposed WRF design. However, the initial
implementationof the WRF prototype is using isvo-sided MPI communication to handle
exchangesbetweenpatchesand OpenMP to implementmukithreadingover tiles.

2.2 Data skuctunivand c.?assjfcation.s

The principal data object is the abmain we. This is a Fortran90 derived data type
containing state data fields, defined as defined shape data arrays (actually,as Fortran90
POIJW133RS).The size of the memory allocatedto the domains is determinedby the driverat
run timeand depends on the logicaldomain size and the patch decomposition employed. The
domain type also contains pointers thatcan be associatedwith odmr instancesof the domain
type; for example,parentdomains, child domains,and siblings.

Model data in the WRF proto~e is classified according to how it is used and its
persistence.The class of ~titi da~ designatedas 5’, persists over tie life of a domain: for
example,prognostic variablessuch as wind velocity, temperature,moisture, and pressure at
severaltimelevels.S datais stored as dynamicallyallocatedfields in an instanceof a Fortran90
derived data type for a domain. Other data in the model is considered intermeaiati?,of which
thereare two classes. The fwstclassof intermediatedaq 17, is for datathatpersistsover the
durationof a time step on a domain and that must be preserved betsveencalls to different
sections of the model (tendency arrays,for example). The second class of intermediatedam
12, is for datathat is strictly local to one section of the model and is not presemed betsveen



successivesectionswithina time step (for example,local working storagein a physicsroutine).
11 and 12 classed data are subject to automatic (stack) allocation. 11 data is defined and
allocatedat the beginningof the solver for a domain,and it is allocatedto be thesame memory
dimensions as state data. 11 data may be communicated between processors; threadshave
sharedaccess to it. 12 datais defined and allocatedwithin the local subroutinethatuses i~ and
is defined as havingthe same dimensionsof the tile. 12 data is privateto a threadand it may
not be communicated between processors. If communication or sharingis required,the data
item should be promoted to 11, allocatedat the solver level (partof the mediation layer),and
passedto the subroutineas an argument.

There isa smallamount of “global” &@ primarilyphysicalconstants. These arestored in
a Fortran90module and areaccessed by subroutinesthatneed them by use-association;thatis,
with a Fortran90USE statement.

To maintainconsistent data use and to aid in propagatingchanges to data specifications,
we are developing a data registryfor use in developing the WRF proto~e. This is a table of. ..
-dataelementsin the model classifiedand describedin a consistent fhshion. Initiallythis will
simply be a human-readable-onlytable that is maintainedwith the code and shared as a
common reference among developers of the code. Ultimately,scripts and other code
maintenanceutilitieswill make use of the tableinformationto automaticallypropagatechanges
to model dataspecificationsthroughout thesoftware.

2.3 Hienwrhica[so@an A&

The WRF proto~e sofixvarearchitectureshown in Figure 1 consistsof three layers:the
driverlayer,which occupies the topmost levelsof the call tree; the moddlayer,which occupies
the lowes~ and a zwi?ation layer,that sits between driver and model. All layerintefiaces are
through subroutine calls and through use association of Fortran90 modules. The layers
encapsulateand hide detailsthatare of no concern to other layers. For example,the low-level
model layeris protected from architecture-speciilcdetailssuch as message-passinglibraries,
thread packages,and 1/0 libraries.The design facilitatesintercharqyablq reusablesofisvare;
for examplethird-partypackagesfor structuredadaptivemesh refinementand steeringmay be
employed without affecting the underlyingmodel. Conversely,driversofisvarewritten for the
WRF model can be used for other models thatconform to Ae interfacespecifications.

Dnker@ez The driver is responsible for top-level control of initialization,time-stepping
1/0, instantiatingdomains, maintainingtke nestinghierarchybetween domain type instances,
and settingup and managingdomain decomposition, processor topologies, and other aspects
of parallelism. The driver deals only with domains and does not see the data fields they
contain. When a new domain is created,the driver calls the mediation layer,passing it an
instanceof the domain type plus memory size information. On return,memory for fields of
the domain type instanceis allocated. On a coding leve~the definitionof the domain derived
datatypeand theroutines for allocatingand deallocatingmemory arecontainedin a Fortran90
module thatis known to the driverby useassociation.

Model &p The model layer comprises the subroutines that perform actual model
computations. Model subroutinesarewrittento be callableover an arbitrarilyshapedpiece of
the three-dimensionalmodel domain. NO data is passed through common; a very small
amount of global data (physical parameters,model-wide switches, etc.) may enter the
subroutinethrough use association of Fortran90modules. All state data (S) and one class of
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intermediatedata (I1) are passed through the argumentlist of the model subroutine. Only
primitiveFortrandatatypesand simplearraysarepassed through the argumentlis~statedata
stored as fieldsin the domain type instanceis dereferencedby the mediationlayerprior to the
call to the model subroutine. Local (12) data is allocated on the program stack when the
subroutine is called. Three kinds of dimension information are passed into the model
subroutineas the last18 integerarguments?

● Startingand ending indices of each dimensionof the logical (undecomposecl)domain.
These argumentsareused in the routinefor testingboundaryproximity.

● Startingand ending indices of each dimension of the arrayin local memory. These
mgumentsareused to dimensionarraysthatarepassed in as argumentsto theroutine.

. Starting and ending indices of the tile dimensions. Used in loops within the
subroutine. These arealso used to dimensionlocal (12)storage.

Routines in the model layerare callablefor a singletile, that is, the section of a domain
allocatedto a singlethread.The extent of one call to a model routine is also bounded by the
amount of computation that can be completed without concern for coherency before
horizontal dependencies arise. When that occurs, the model routine returns to the
driver/mediation layer,which communicates, synchronizes,or otherwise ensures coherency,
then passescon~ol back to the next routine in the model. It is hoped thatthis structurewill
induce model layerdevelopers to identi~ and make explicitthe coherency issuesin the code.
Computation on halo regions is allowed and is specifiedby the driver/mediation layer,which
increasesthe span of the tile dimensionsby the necessaryamount when the model routine is
called. An open questionatpresentiswhetherandhow to allow model routinesthemselvesto
perform halo computationswitiout introducingtoo much driver informationinto the model
layer.

Mediation AzyenThis layermediates beisveenthe model and driver layers.The mediation
layer contains information pertainingto both the model layer and the driver layer:model-
specific information such as tie flow of control to compute a time step on a domain and
driver-specificmechanismssuch as tilingand communication.

Information tie model layerknows that the driverlayerneeds is provided through query
routinesthatthe model makes availableto the driver. These include routinesfor determining
recommended halo widths, boundary region memory requirements,communication stencil
widths and/or widths of replicatedhalo computationsfor a model subroutine. These routines
are also considered part of the mediation layer.The Fortran90 module that contains the
domain type definitionand routinesfor allocatingfieldswithin the domain arealso partof the
mediationlayer.

3 Outstanding Issues

The WRF design is stillpreliminary– dry proto~es of the dynamicalmodel are being
constructed,allowingtestingof an actualimplementation-- and a number of importantissues
remain.

3 In the present isnpkrnentation, these are passed as sepaxate agunmuts. Discussion continues on ways to stxessnke this

pUXCSS, @SSPS bough a ~ dtition or through the use of TASK-COMMON (which would fome au exception
to the “no COMMON” ode).
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External package~.. For a nmchinewith a single processor, ad&ess space, and thread of
control, the WRF model is essentiallycomplete. Otherwise, the model will certainlyrely on
other tools, libraries,and packages depending on the needs of the application and on the
architecture. MN and MM-2 are likelyto be used in distributedmemory settings,and it is
likelythat higher level application librariessuch as RSL [GJor NNT/SMS [8] will also be
deployed. On symmetric multiprocessorsand machinescomposed of SMT nodes, OpenMP
will playan important role in specifyingmulti-threading.Code &ameworkssuch as Overture
[3], LPARX [4], and Dagh ~ are attractivefor their emphasison adaptivemesh refinement
and multi-grid solvers, and could be layered into WRF at the driver level; however,
compatibilitywith Fortran90is an issuethatmust be explored. Fortranrecord-blocked 1/0
will almost certainlyneed to be abandoned in favor of byte-stream1/0, which is easierto
parallelizeand compatible with existingparallel1/0 packagessuch as MPI-2 and SMS. Meta-
dataformatssuch as NetCDF and HDF are attractivefor interoperability,but overheadsarea
concern. The proposed WRF design neither includes nor endorses any particularpackage,. ..

- requiringonly thatpackagesbe well-encapsulatedand interchangeable.
Gen~ahp and cost. The proposed WRF design strives for generali~ with respect to

hardwareand architecturespecific coding. Tile-based expressionof subroutinesmakesthe size
and shapeof what a thread computes a run-timedriver-levelconcern, with potentialbenefits
for cache-locality,load balancing and vector length. In this vein, one would also wish to
control arrayindex order and loop ordering/nestingon a per-architecturebasis;however, there
are no languagefacilities for this. Additional help fkom source translationtools would be
requiredto, say,permute allthe definitionsof three-dimensionalarraysnom ~~lkto kji~”or i,k~.
and then to make corresponding changesin the loop structure. Based on earlydiscussions,a
k-innermost index ordering for three-dimensionalarrayshas been chosen for the prototype,
since there are demonstrated performance benefits on cache-based processors, while at the
same time, vector systems have become sufficientlysophisticatedto handle without penalty
inner loop stride-lengths greater than one. &other performance concern is the cost of
dereferencingfields from domain datastructures.It is hoped thatsince dereferencingis done
at a high level in the call tree, the amount of work done per dereference will offset the
additionaloverhead. Likewise, callingoverhead stemming from the decision to pass all data
throughargumentlists is a concern. Once a proto~e code is
the potentialto affect performance will be tested extensively
unacceptable,revised.

4 Summary

available,design fdmres with
and, if costs are found to be

The design for a WRF prototype code sketched in this paper uses modem programming
language features standardized in Fortran90 for constructing modular, flexible, “and
maintainablesoftware. The proposed sofhvare architectureis layeredfi.mctionallyto provide
abstractionand encapsulation, facilitatingporting to different architecturesand compatibility
with alternativesolvers, physics, and externalsoftware packagesand parallel libraries.The
WRF development effort provides a rare opportunity to reconsider,in collaborative fashion,
basic software architecture issues and fkee from hindrance of legacy structures and
methodologies, to design a next-generationregionalmodel.
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Figure 1. Hiwrcbicsl software design being implemented in the WRF prototype. The three main layets, Driver, Mediation, and
Model and their fisnctions are oudined from left to right. ‘I’he three classes of data, State, Intermediate-1, and Intermediate-2, are
shown at the levels in which they reside. State data exists as structures (Fortrsn90 derived data types) at higher levels of the hierarchy
and as individual fields in the model layer. Functional descriptions and representative pseudo-code fragments are shown on the last
rows of the table. Intermediate-1 data, which persists for the duration of a time step, is stack-tdkxated in the model “solve” routine,
part of the Mediation layer. Intermediate-2 data, which exists only for the duration of a particular call to a model subtree, is stack-
allocated in the called subroutine. The Mediation layer, which contains the top-level flow of control over a single time step on a
domain, also contains the calls to communication libraries and/or multi-threading directives, indicated above as “communication or
synchronization.” The “physics” subroutine interface shown in the Model layer is part of a uniform template that specifies domain,
memory, and tile dimensions separately and explicidy, allowing model subroutines to be called for arbitrarily shaped tiles, This gives
the Driver and Mediation layers great flexibility in organizing the two-level decomposition for par-sllellism without changing the
underlying model code.
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